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A message from your Chairman
Phil Marano
CANEGROWERS and ACFA are united in condemning the Wilmar NO CHOICE
proposal.
I find it hard to understand why other grower representative groups appear to be willing to
enter into any negotiations while Wilmar have stated time and time again that they refuse
to discuss growers rights in regard to growers economic interest in the raw sugar and
when Wilmar will not consider anything but their trading company marketing all of the raw
sugar. Wilmar have made their current position very clear they are offering growers NO
CHOICE.
I also find it hard to understand why other grower representative groups appear to be of
the view that growers are on the backfoot. At CANEGROWERS we feel that the fight for
groups rights has just began and already the momentum is building in our favour. As
stated by the Chair of CANEGROWERS Qld. Paul Schembri in Home Hill recently “If the
Wilmar proposal goes ahead forget growers ever achieving the right to their economic
interest.”
There has been some recent discussion from other grower representative groups about a
proposal Wilmar put forward last year. Wilmar called this model “Growers Choice”
while Canegrowers refer to this model as “Wilmar’s choice for growers”. The basis of
this model was that growers would tick a box on their CSA to say if they wanted QSL or
Wilmar (hence the choice illusion). The first step would be that the raw sugar would all
go to QSL. The second step would be that for the growers who ticked the Wilmar box,
Wilmar would buy this tonnage from QSL and Wilmar would pay these growers $3 per
tonne of raw sugar (about 30 cents per tonne of cane) above the average price obtained
by QSL for the remaining growers raw sugar. The trouble, of course, is that the tonnage
QSL had left to market would be reduced and their ability to obtain the best possible price
could be damaged. So, although, the growers who ticked Wilmar would receive 30 cents
per tonne of cane more than the growers who supported QSL, everyone would most
likely receive less than if QSL was allowed to continue to market all of the raw
sugar. Canegrowers view was that this proposal was nothing more than a slow death for
QSL and once QSL was gone Wilmar would have free rein.

As at 30/05/2014
CANEGROWERS have
received over 3000
objections to the Wilmar
NO CHOICE proposal

I personally have no regrets what so ever that Wilmar
withdraw this proposal, particular given that Wilmar
themselves have stated this proposal was a
compromise and not their preferred position.
...meaning that within a very short time they would
be back to make a grab for the remaining raw sugar.

CANEGROWERS will re-join the discussion when
Wilmar are prepared to respect growers view and their
rights and when Wilmar accept that CANEGROWERS members
completely CONDEMN their current proposal.

QCA
recommends
another 15%
increase in
irrigation
tariffs from
1st July, 2014
Extremely concerning is the
QCA’s comments that
“Many irrigators are paying only
half their actual cost of supply”
“Irrigators are currently receiving
a $32m subsidy”
- QCA

Canegrowers Burdekin demands
that the Queensland Government
does
not
adopt
the
recommendations made today by
the
Queensland
Competition
Authority (QCA) that irrigation
tariffs for 2014-2015 should
increase by a further 15%.
If the Newman Government
accepts
this
ridiculous
recommendation
irrigation
electricity
prices
will
have
increased by 25% in the past two
years and more than doubled in
seven years. These increases are
destroying
individual
farm
businesses and compromise the
Queensland Government’s plans
to double the value of agricultural
production.
Continues page 2
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QCA recommends another 15% increase in
irrigation tariffs from 1st July, 2014 continued
We insist that the government comes to its senses and realises that any increase in irrigation tariffs will accelerate the death spiral
that irrigators are already in. Many growers have already made the decision that they cannot afford to turn on their pumps t o
irrigate their crops as required to obtain the best possible production. The result is a loss of production which means a lower
tonnage which results in lower income per tonne from this crop. Which means next year the farmer has to again reduce costs b y
further reducing irrigation and on it goes until the ultimate death of the irrigated cane industry...and the subsequent death of the
Burdekin economy.
Almost 1,300 people have signed a petition to the Queensland parliament over the past fortnight which calls for a 33% cut to the
electricity tariffs paid by irrigators.
Yet what we have today is a recommendation for another ridiculous rise of 15% on the key T62, T65 and T66 irrigation tariffs. The
only way to solve this situation is to overhaul the direction given by Government to the QCA.
The current method of determining prices for electricity is fundamentally flawed. It only takes into account the cost of supplying the
power and ignores the price impact on users - the very real and painful impacts that power price rises will have on farms, rural
communities and the international competitiveness of irrigated agriculture.
This is not just a Queensland problem and all levels of government must sit down with relevant agencies and high electricity
consumption industries to develop a more sustainable price calculation framework, one that takes account the economy-wide
implications of the price decisions.

2014 Harvesting Best
Practice Manual available

“Kelpies: Helping
round up regional
Australia” Survey
A

SRA are taking pre-orders for their new Harvesting Best Practice
Manual, which brings together current research, innovations, and
thinking about harvesting management practices.
The latest information and practical advice presented in the manual
can help growers and their harvest operators make informed
decisions about:
Managing crop and farming operations to improve cane and sugar
quality

survey is being undertaken as part of the Australian
Rural Leadership Program to examine perceptions of
rural, regional and remote Australia with the aim of
promoting positive stories from these areas.
The survey is a great opportunity for individuals to reflect
on their own experiences, and to play a role in
developing a common narrative for Regional Australia.
The survey takes roughly 10 minutes, and can be
accessed here.



Reducing harvester losses



Improving harvester efficiencies



The financial costs and benefits of HBP.

To order a free copy of the Harvesting Best Practice Manual phone
1300 SRA 111 (1300 772 111) or email sra@sugarresearch.com.au.
Manuals will be delivered from week commencing 23 June.
A copy will also be
www.sugarresearch.com.au

provided

on

the

SRA

website
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Growers demand Wilmar treat
them with respect as
CANEGROWERS
representatives walk out of
Wilmar meeting in Townsville
on Tuesday and growers look
to delay the crush start
CANEGROWERS collectives from the Burdekin, Herbert River, Proserpine and
Plane Creek walked out of Wilmar’s closed meeting in Townsville on Tuesday.
Wilmar had called this meeting to progress their proposal to take control of the
marketing of both their share of the raw sugar and the 2/3rds share of
growers. This proposal includes Wilmar exiting QSL from the end of 2016 and
there afterwards the growers’ share of the raw sugar would be marketed by
Wilmar’s own trading company. Growers have named this proposal the Wilmar
NO CHOICE proposal as Wilmar have stated time and time again that growers
have no say and Wilmar are exiting QSL no matter what growers want.
Canegrowers Burdekin Chairman Phil Marano stated “We have dedicated
significant time and effort in ensuring we fully understand both what Wilmar are
proposing and the implications to the industry of the proposal. We have kept our
growers fully informed and sought their feedback on the direction they wish to
take.”
At a Canegrowers meeting held in Home Hill last Thursday over 100 attendees
voted unanimously that they CONDEMN the Wilmar NO CHOICE proposal and
they demand that their share of the raw sugar continue to be marketed by QSL.
At this meeting Paul Schembri Chair of CANEGROWERS Qld stated “I find it
appalling that Wilmar as an overseas company would put at risk our long term
Australian marketing arrangements.” Paul went on to say growers should not take
what they have in QSL for granted, it has been made clear to him that what we
have with QSL is the envy of our international competitors.
Canegrowers Burdekin Deputy Chairman, David Lando advised “We walked out of
the meeting in Townsville when it became clear that Wilmar was again not
listening to the message from growers that they CONDEMN what Wilmar are
proposing and their share of the raw sugar must continue to be marketed through
QSL. We went in with a clear mandate from our growers. They want QSL to
market their sugar. Wilmar were not interested in talking about QSL. Wilmar has
to learn to listen to growers and to treat growers with respect and when they are
prepared to do that we will talk.”
Another example of Wilmar failing to listen to growers is the recent consultation
meeting to set the start date for the crushing season. Representatives from
Canegrowers Burdekin, ACFA, Invicta, Pioneer and Kalamia Cane Growers
Organisations were unified in their view that the crush start date should be the 10 th
June. Wilmar disregarded the view of growers by subsequently announcing that
three of their four mills (Inkerman, Pioneer and Kalamia) would start on the 3 rd
June while only Invicta would start on the growers preferred date of the 10 June.
As Wilmar’s imposed crush start date rapidly approaches we have been
receiving numerous calls from growers protesting that they are extremely
disappointed and frustrated with the attitude that Wilmar has shown by
disregarding their rights and view both for the start date and exiting QSL
with many growers indicating they will not be starting until the 10 June.

Wilmar’s action
damage QSL
This week, credit rating agency Standard
and Poor’s downgraded QSL’s credit rating
to ‘BBB- long-term’ and ‘A-3 short-term’.
While it was disappointing that QSL lost their
unprecedented ‘A long-term’ credit rating,
this was not unexpected following Wilmar’s
decision to remove itself from the
collaborative
industry
marketing
arrangements. The new rating reflects the
fact that QSL will be handling a reduced
tonnage of 1.5 Mt from 2017 onwards.
QSL use the Standard and Poor’s rating to
obtain cost-effective funding through a
commercial
paper
(short-term
debt
instrument) to fund their Advances Program.
While this downgrade will marginally
increase financing costs, QSL will still be
able to access competitive financing for
millers and growers at rates which are much
lower than retail costs.
QSL has the strong support of its banking
partners who are very confident of QSL’s
financial position and risk profile and
continue to offer access to a $500 million
standby credit facility. This is independent of
Standard and Poor’s rating. QSL are also
exploring a range of other financing options
going forward.
QSL has a strong value proposition across
all four pillars of financing, pricing, selling
and logistics, for those who remain within the
industry collaborative system.

MORE INFORMATION ON
THIS CRITICAL ISSUE
 CANEGROWERS Burdekin articles click
here >
 SAY NO TO WILMAR petition click
here >
 SAY NO TO WILMAR on facebook click
here >
 SAY NO TO WILMAR handle for
twitter #saynotowilmar
 What it means for growers more
information from CANEGROWERS
click here >
 Information from QSL click here >
 Information from Wilmar click here>
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MEDIA RELEASE

Wilmar to growers “you have no rights”
After over 12 months of negotiations, Wilmar has finally come out and showed their true colours with a blatant statement in a
press release that “growers do not have any legal or contractual rights”.
CANEGROWERS and Australian Cane Farmers Association (ACFA) say it is exactly this mentality that has united them in the
fight for the protection of grower interests against corporate entities which would strip them of it.
“If ever growers were looking for a rallying point, this is it,” says CANEGROWERS Chairman, Paul Schembri. He says it has
confirmed what CANEGROWERS and ACFA have known all along. “While Wilmar was tying us up in supposedly good faith
discussions, they were behind the scenes developing a far more sinister scenario for growers.”
The grower groups slammed accusations made by Wilmar that they had rejected models during negotiations which would have
given growers what they are now fighting so strongly for. “People try and rewrite the course of history to suit their argument, but
the fact is CANEGROWERS and ACFA rejected Wilmar’s early proposals because they didn't offer real choice and effectively
stripped growers of their rights – a central tenant of every model and proposal put forward by Wilmar since,” says ACFA
Chairman, Don Murday.
“Just because Wilmar called those early models ‘grower choice’ doesn’t mean that’s what they delivered. They should have
been called ‘Wilmar’s choice for growers’ because they served the best interests of Wilmar, but they certainly did not serve the
best interests of the growers,” he says.
Mr Schembri says that this tactic appears to be one from a miller under pressure from a grower uprising – a tactic aimed at
distracting from the rising tide of growers who are taking the fight public. “ACFA and CANEGROWERS united position is a future
where growers continue to have a real choice of how to market their two-third economic interest in the sugar,” he says.
The idea that growers have two-thirds interest in the sugar is not new. In fact, Wilmar itself has pushed the point when it suited
them, the grower groups say. “In 2010-11 Wilmar demanded that growers share two-thirds of the $110M production losses that
year, being their economic interest beyond the farm gate,” says Mr Schembri. “But now they are changing their story to suit
themselves and expecting growers to just roll over and let them have their cake and eat it too.”
Mr Murday says that the industry is deeply concerned about the broader competition implications of the proposal and says that
the ACFA and CANEGROWERS has made a formal approach to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission to flesh
out these concerns. He says the growing grower backlash has escalated quickly. “In seven days, over 2600 objections have
been logged and hundreds more are coming in each day,” he says.

Survey on rural
crime
A survey is being conducted by the University of
New England on rural crime on farms in Qld and
NSW.
The police supported survey available here will
take between 15 to 30 minutes to complete
depending on crime level.
It is important for the survey to reflect an
accurate measure of farm crime that those who
have not been a victim of crime complete the
survey as well.
We encourage all growers to complete the
survey for an accurate measure of farm crime
can be determined.
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Petition to
reduce the
irrigation tariff by
33% is now
closed

Senator Barry O’Sullivan
speaks out against Wilmar’s
actions

The e-petition sponsored by Stephen Bennett
MP seeking a 33% cut to electricity prices for
all irrigators to save farm businesses and
boost Queensland's economy is now closed
with 983 signatures.
CANEGROWERS Burdekin wishes to thank
all growers who participated in the petition.
The next step is for politician Stephen Bennett
MP to put the matter to State Government.
Even though QCA has recommendations to
the Government on the price of electricity, the
Government does not have to adopt those
recommendations.
As with last year
CANEGROWERS campaigning resulted in
the QCA recommendation of a 20% increase
in tariffs not being adopted by the State
Government, a 10% increase was adopted
instead.

TECHCLINIC
“For Queensland to develop international
best practice in the management of
agricultural plastic waste”.
The Department of State Development,
Infrastructure & Planning are holding a
TECHCLINIC on

Thursday 12 June
CANEGROWERS Hall,
Home Hill
A TECHCLINIC is designed to address a
complex industry issue by bring together a
group of between 20 to 40 people who are
representative of the whole supply chain.
The goal is to innovatively come to a solution
that is commercially viable.
If you are interested in being part of the
TECHCLINIC or if you wish to put forward
your thoughts please

contact Debra on 0417 709 435.

By removing itself from QSL, Wilmar will instantly undermine a century of
gains and prosperity for thousands of family-owned sugarcane farms. As such,
I do not believe the Wilmar proposal meets the national interest test.
At what point does foreign investment become foreign intervention?
Enabling a foreign owned business to completely restructure an industry’s
landscape at the expense of the remaining, largely Australian owned
businesses, is not in the national interest.
Read what else Sen. Barry O’Sullivan has to say about Wilmar’s NO CHOICE
Proposal by clicking here http://www.queenslandcountrylife.com.au/blogs/bush
-matters/parting-is-such-sweet-sorrow/2700271.aspx

Invitation to participate :
Fertiliser Tender
Ravensdown Fertiliser Australia recently announced that it is undertaking an
orderly unwind of its fertiliser business in Queensland. As a result, the
company has fertiliser products available for sale from its Townsville location
and is seeking expressions of interest.
The document here outlines the key terms of the tender.
If you are interested in participating, we are seeking responses by 5:00pm EA
time on 10 June 2014.
Paul Cullen was contacted today and has advised that he is still operating his
transport business confirming that he is available to collect and deliver any
bagged fertiliser for any successful tender.
Paul’s contact phone number is 0418 978 533.
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Energy Efficiency Gains
for Australian Irrigators
Project Update May 2014
The Energy Efficiency Gains for Australian Irrigators (EEGAI) Project
is stepping up a gear. The Project, funded by the Department of
Industry as part of the Energy Efficiency Information Grants
Program, has generated a great deal of interest in the irrigation
community.
The Project aims to:



provide relevant customised information to irrigators that will
assist them in improving their energy efficiency;



provide training to local staff so that the necessary skills will be
easily accessible after the life of the project; and



demonstrate and
engagement.

document

an

effective

process

of

One of the Project’s activities is helping growers understand their
whole of farm energy usage. This information will help farmers
compare their energy expense from year to year. They will also
have the ability to compare their enterprise with others – using
comparable parameters such as water supply, farming area, farm
size, and pump type.
The increasing cost of electricity has seen growers be very proactive
in supporting this Project. So far 110 farms have already signed up
for the whole of farm energy comparison; however BBIFMAC is
endeavoring to engage 220 farms in the Burdekin region. This will
give us a respectable database whereby the irrigator can compare
with confidence. BBIFMAC urges everyone to get involved!
Once the irrigator has made an assessment of their annual costs, a
closer look towards efficiency gains can be made.
Comparing your energy costs to other farms may help identify
opportunities to reduce this increasing expense. There are two easy
checks that everyone can do: 1. Check your tariff is right for you,
and 2. Compare tariffs – the one you are using may not be the
cheapest.
Following the Energy Efficiency Expo held at the Ayr Show Grounds
in February 2014, one grower discovered he would have made a
saving of approximately $7,000 in one quarter if he was on a
different tariff. It pays to make a simple tariff check!

There may be an
opportunity for cane
growers planting
legumes to apply for
a 15% tax offset on
no-till seeders
The Conservation Tillage Refundable Tax Offset (RTO)
is designed to encourage conservation tillage practices
in Australian agriculture. This may be an opportunity for
cane growers who plant legume crops.
If you bought a new no-till seeder this income year you
may be eligible for the Conservation Tillage Refundable
Tax Offset (RTO).
Only certain no-till seeders are
eligible. The Department of Agriculture’s website has
information
about
eligibility
for
the
offset. CANEGROWERS realises this may not fit in the
farming system used by growers, however if growers are
planting legumes as break crops, it may be worth a look.
The Department of Agriculture jointly administers the
RTO with the Australian Taxation Office and is
responsible for issuing the ‘Research Participation
Certificate’, which is required before the tax offset can
be claimed.
Importantly, primary producers who wish to claim the
RTO for the 2013-14 income year must apply for the
certificate on or before 30 June 2014.
The Australian Taxation Office and your accountant can
also give you more information and any tax implications
that maybe related to your business. Primary producers
who do not apply for a Research Participation Certificate
by 30 June will not be eligible for the RTO.
You can apply to the Department of Agriculture for the
certificate, which includes a research survey, at
www.daff.gov.au/rto.

Throughout the course of the Project, fact sheets, information and
case studies will be distributed to the irrigation industry. Keep a
close eye on your canenews for all your EEGAI updates and
information.
The Project is in full swing, with pump/system assessments, local
industry training, and workshops/field days planned for the
remainder of the year.
If you would like to find out any more information or would like to be
involved in the EEGAI Project, please contact Eleisha Burton at
BBIFMAC on (07) 4783 4344 or Steve Attard on 0418 155 844.
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A message from Are you prepared for
the Ayr Police the 2014 crush?
Service
Insecure loading of cane bins
Local Ayr Police would like to remind those involved in the
transportation of sugar cane of their obligations relating to
the securing of their load for the upcoming cane season.
By law, the person in control of the vehicle must ensure that
the load must not be placed in a way that makes the vehicle
unstable or unsafe; must be secured so it is unlikely to fall or
be dislodged from the vehicle and an appropriate method
must be used to restrain the load. A fine between $220 and
$330 will apply for violations.
However the guidelines “2013 Guidelines for Loading of
Sugar Industry Cane Haulage Units for Travel on Public
Roads” must be adhered to by cane operators, including the
loader (harvester driver) to ensure bins are correctly and
appropriately filled.
This publication is available through the Queensland
Canegrowers website and through your local collective.
This publication outlines the requirements for the loading of
cane bins including the requirement that operators clean up
any spillage.
This legislation also applies to loads in ute’s, trailers and
other similar vehicles used on the regions roads.
In some instances, these loads are not tied down, covered or
otherwise restrained, which may lead to unintended
consequences.
When operators are transporting sugar cane, they should
take steps in ensuring that cane billets do not fall from the
varying cane transporters in an effort to both comply with
legislation and possibly reduce or remove any civil liability
which may occur should an incident occur.
I would encourage any operator who is not sure of any of
these requirements to contact their local cane growers
organisation.
Yours sincerely
Click here to see guidelines

OIC Ayr

You may have seen our advertisement in the local papers
recently announcing the notification to apply for burning
permits. This blanket cover notification was suggested at a
Queensland Fire Services and Fire Wardens meeting to
minimise the work load on our volunteer fire wardens. It
provides the public with the opportunity to object to the issue of
burn permits under the Fire and Rescue Service Act 1990. It
applies only to non-cane lands adjoining cane production lands
where a burn permit is required. Growers bordered on every
side by cane production land do not require a permit but must
follow recognised local practices such as:

 No burning between 10 o’clock and 2 o’clock
 Take adequate precautions to prevent the spread of fire

Steve BARTON
Snr Sgt, 5950

The start of the 2014 crushing season is fast approaching and
we all need to ensure we are prepared. For many of our
members this means harvesters and haul out trucks and
tractors have been serviced, repaired and maintained. The
obvious mechanical maintenance is very important as well as
(dare I say it) your paper work. Canegrowers Burdekin has
available copies of the Guidelines for loading cane haulage
units on public roads for compliance with load restraint
regulations. For our industry this means we are permitted to
load cane bins to a peak in such a manner that the resulting
freeboard (vertical distance between the top rail of the bin and
the lower edge of the cane peak) is sufficient to contain any
settling which, by nature of the trip, is likely to occur and we
are not required to cover the load. The onus is on the loader
(harvester driver) to ensure bins are appropriately filled.
Overfilling and /or spillage are a breach of these guidelines as
well as the transport operations regulations. Please help us
maintain the use of these important guidelines by ensuring
your contractor is aware of these loading requirements.

 When burning trash and tops ensure a 10 metre cleared
area from headlands and other flammable material
Please remember to request your seasonal burn permit from
your designated fire warden prior to the commencement of
harvesting.
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Red Tape Reduced for
Queensland Primary Industry
– Advice from NHVR
Heavy vehicle drivers who carry out primary production journeys in
Queensland will no longer have to carry and record information in a National
Driver Work Diary if travelling or working under 160km from their base.
The National Heavy Vehicle Regulator’s (NHVR) newly appointed CEO, Sal
Petroccitto, announced that from 1st June 2014, the work diary exemption
area would increase from a 100km to 160km radius for Queensland
primary producers and their transport providers.
“This means less paperwork for fatigue management without compromising
driver or public safety,” Mr Petroccitto said.
“The NHVR has listened to the primary industry sector and moved quickly to
safely reduce red tape for these operators and their transporters.”
Although exempt drivers won’t need to carry and record information in a work
diary, record keepers for primary producers and their transport providers are
reminded to still keep records of work and rest time to assist with fatigue
management.
Record keepers must also keep a copy of payment records relating to the
driver, including time sheet records if the driver is paid according to time at
work. These records must be kept at the record location for a period of three
years.
All other heavy vehicle drivers in Queensland are still required to complete a
work diary for work outside the standard 100km radius, as set out in the
Heavy Vehicle National Law effective from 10th February 2014.
For more information, download the Work diary exemption for Queensland
primary producers’ fact sheet from the ‘Publications’ section of the NHVR
website at: https://www.nhvr.gov.au
The Queensland Work Diary Exemption Notice (No. 1) 2014 will soon be
available from the ‘Notices and permit-based schemes’ section of the NHVR
website.

CANEGROWERS
Burdekin Ltd
Membership Fees
For 2014/2015
CBL Administration Fee

21 cents

CBL Water Perils Crop Comp.

2 cents

CGU Fire Perils Crop Comp.

1.86 cents

Qld CANEGROWERS Fee

16.25 cents

Sub Total

41.11 cents
+ GST

SPECIAL 50%
DISCOUNT FOR
NEW MEMBERS
A 50% discount on the total
Membership Fee is on offer for new or
re-joining members. For the 2014/15
year, for any new member who joins
or re-joins CANEGROWERS they will
receive the full benefits of being a
member of CANEGROWERS for half
price.
For example the 2014/15 levy is 41.11
cents the new member would only pay
20.56 cents per tonne for the 2014/15
year and this would provide full
membership of Canegrowers Burdekin
and CANEGROWERS Qld plus crop
compensation cover for both Water
and Fire.
Terms and conditions apply. Available for a limited time
only. One condition being the special 50% discount applies
to the full levy for new members/tonnage with up to and
including 40,000 tonnes. For new members with tonnage
over 40,000 a special discount will be negotiated.
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QSL update

QSL Market Update

By Carla Keith,
Industry Relationship
Manager

Week ending 30 May 2014
May Advance Payments
It has come to our attention that there has been some
confusion around this month’s advance payment figure,
with some growers experiencing a lower monthly
payment than they may have been expecting. Those
growers with a majority of their sugar in the Harvest
Pool would have especially felt some of this volatility.
Hopefully, the following can go some way in helping you
better understand why this may have been the case.
It’s important to note that from December, your advance
payments directly reflect your pricing decisions. That is
why you may find your payments may be higher or lower
than your neighbour’s. For those growers who have
participated in forward pricing or QSL committed sugar
pools, your cash flow during the intra-season period
would likely have been less volatile than a grower who
has a majority of their sugar in the QSL Harvest Pool.
So why has the QSL Harvest Pool price jumped around
so much this year? A couple of reasons:



The ICE 11 market has been volatile since
December and that means in a weaker price
environment, more of this sugar is getting priced at
a potentially lower price



QSL has seen value in waiting to sell some of the
remaining Harvest Pool sugar against the later July
contract which has provided greater potential for
higher returns.

The value of the QSL Shared Pool has also reduced
slightly this month, due to unexpected delays in the
shipping program, for sugar that has been sold and is in
our sheds.
QSL understands the pressure many growers are under
to meet financial commitments and we work closely with
your elected Grower Representatives and various
grower organisations to ensure we have some flexibility
in our system to increase the percentage rate of
advances, when asked to do so. We have done this on
a number occasions this season. We will continue
looking at ways we can improve the Advances Program
and build in greater flexibility around how and when
growers are paid. Based on recent feedback, we have
brought forward the next advance payment by a week.
Please talk to your milling company about your expected
rate of advance payment. I encourage any growers with
questions about our Advances Program to contact
Cathy or me directly.

By Stephen Stone, Treasuer
as at 27 May 2014

Sugar
Sugar prices continued to trade in sideways fashion over the past
two weeks. The JUL14 contract traded within a well-worn range,
reaching a high of 18.30 c/lb, before sliding back to close-out last
week at 17.30 c/lb. The current period of low volatility is not from
lack of interest from commercial and speculative players. There are
a number of key market themes in play. The themes may drive
limited week-to-week price activity, yet tend to offset when looking
for an explosive market move.
The sugar surplus is what we all predicted. The lack of physical
buyers seems however, to be bleaker and longer lasting than most
had expected. The futures curve remains in steep carry, with an
attractive 80 points on offer between the front two contracts. We
suggest carrying inventory is not as simple as it seems. Exporters,
such as Australia, need to clear storage for new crops. Many
importing countries are unable to finance sugar stocks. This dynamic
may prove a positive next season. Inventory levels may be
overstated. As we head toward a tighter sugar balance, there is a
strong chance the inventory levels will simply melt away.
Elsewhere, crop news has mainly been positive. Indian, Chinese
and Thai crops are at the higher end of expectations. Ethanol prices
have slipped as Brazil’s crush continues, however will still support
any weakness in sugar futures. Weather remains a key driver. The
crush in Brazil is showing the negative effects of earlier dry weather.
Rain now may only worsen the situation. The increasing probability
of an El Nino weather event will see a premium remain in sugar
prices.
So, where does the market head from here? At QSL we expect more
range trading in the short-term, with prices supported at the 16.50 c/
lb level. Physical premiums are set to remain weak for now, with
stronger markets unlikely until further evidence of tightening supply
or the El Nino is confirmed.
Currency
The currency remains trapped within a 92-95 cent range, to the US
dollar. The recent Federal budget was not received well by financial
markets. This was largely due to the manner in which it appears to
have unsettled the corporate sector and voting public. Speculators
saw this as a reason to sell, pushing the currency lower to test
support at the 92 cents level. The short-term sentiment was
weakened further when global ratings agency, Standard and Poor’s,
suggested we may lose our coveted AAA rating unless we reign-in
the size of our deficit. This must have frustrated the Government,
currently under attack for attempting to do exactly that, reign in
public spending.
The storm clouds continue to build around the Australian dollar.
Sentiment has soured somewhat, yet is unlikely to cause sustained
weakness in the short-term. At QSL we continue to see a lower
currency into year end and beyond, reflecting our lower interest
rates and falling commodity prices. In the short-term, levels above
9
90 cents are likely, much to the frustration of our export sector.

CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 26 May 2014

Say no to Wilmar campaign: 2572 objections in 7-days


The grower meetings in the four Wilmar mill areas; Herbert River, Plane Creek, Proserpine and the Burdekin resulted in four
unanimous grower motions "That growers condemn Wilmar's unilateral decision to withdraw from QSL and thus deny
growers of their rights. Growers want a genuine commercial relationship that provides transparency and a real say in the
marketing of their (Grower Economic Interest) sugar. Growers must be able to sell their sugar through QSL."



Over the last week there has been a growing public backlash from growers after the formal announcement to leave QSL was
made by Wilmar. Seven days in, the overall count stood at 2572 objections, via:





letters of objection - 1207



growers condemning this action in unanimous motions at 4 meetings – 461



petition click here > - 156



facebook “Say No” click here > - 195 & facebook “Wilmar’s Marketing Proposal!” click here > - 553



website page visits click here > - 406 (not counted as an objection)



twitter #saynotowilmar

This week CANEGROWERS will be keeping the pressure on collecting objections and running out its #saynotowilmar social
media campaign.

Trade


Canegrowers Head of Economics, Warren Males attended the TPP meetings in Vietnam and Singapore. The highlights:



Ministers fell short of setting a clear timeline for ending the TPP negotiations.



Ministers said that they reviewed progress, and that Singapore was a "check-in meeting" to see what needs to be tackled



"In order to further build on the momentum of negotiations, we have decided on a pathway of intensified engagement over
the coming weeks on market access and rules," the ministers said in the joint statement



They report progress has been made on tariff issues



Chief TPP negotiators will meet again in July to further accelerate talks.

Smartcane BMP


Malcolm Petrie and Matt Kealley met with EHP and DAFF as part of a regular reporting process on the performance of the
Smartcane BMP program. Discussion focused on grower uptake, future funding, training, Reef Trust, program evaluation and
review. DEHP continues to reassure CANEGROWERS that the government will continue to resource the Smartcane BMP
program beyond the current funding cycle currently September 2014.



Malcolm Petrie visited Mackay and Proserpine as part of the ongoing Smartcane BMP facilitator performance review



CANEGROWERS met with SRA to explore opportunities to deliver training in support of the Smartcane BMP program
modules Soil Health and Nutrient Management, Weed, Pest and Disease Management and Irrigation and Drainage.



The CRT annual agronomy workshops organised through Ruralco Holding Limited were addressed on Smartcane BMP on
the Sunshine coast and in Townsville. The CRT field staff / agronomists were not well informed on Smartcane BMP and this
was considered to be a useful exercise.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers
continued

Reef Trust


Matt Kealley attended an overview on the Reef Trust program by the Department of Environment. Discussion focused on
investment approach and principles, leveraging private and philanthropic contributions, delivery mechanisms and future
engagement.



The Department also provided an overview of Reef 2050 Long Term Sustainability Plan which will become the overarching
plan for the reef and will incorporate Reef Plan, Reef Rescue and other programs.

Health & safety


CANEGROWERS attended the WHSQ Rural Sector Standing Committee meeting, with no significant issues arising.

Construction code


A briefing on the process for the drafting a Construction Code for farm buildings within the Queensland Development Code to
make them less onerous than the National Construction Code was attended. The implications for the sugar industry are
limited but the option to ensure that farm building code allows for the “shed” classification to be more easily complied with will
be put forward.

Workforce Requirements


CANEGROWERS attended a Department of Immigration and Border Protection forum on 457 visas. The Brisbane forum was
part of an independent review of the integrity in the subclass 457 programme. This programme supports employers in
industries and regions experiencing skill shortages. The forum was attended by representatives from the resource sector,
health, meat processing, tourism and hospitality industries. CANEGROWERS was the sole representative of the agricultural
sector.



Pressure on recruitment within the sugar cane industry workforce had been greatly diminished as a result of the downturn in
the resource sector. This view was supported by the meat processing and tourism and hospitality sectors. The Minerals
Council of Australia recently reported the coal industry has lost 10,000 jobs in the past two years.



CANEGROWERS expressed the view that the sugarcane industry will again come under pressure with the revival of the
resource sector. The review will report by 30 June 2014.

Ravensdown update
The following update is provided by Brendan Stewart CEO of CANEGROWERS .
Ravensdown’s decision to exit Queensland has drawn some immediate positives with
Koch, Impact and Incitec Pivot keen to meet with CANEGROWERS.
Preliminary discussions with these parties has taken place. Further discussion will take
place subject to their availability over the coming weeks.
In regard to Ravensdown exiting Queensland, Ravensdown has advised that as part of
unwinding the RFA business it is considering how to maximise returns to its
shareholders.
Ravensdown also advised that PwC has been engaged to manage a robust and
controlled process for the sale of assets.
Brendan Steward, CANEGROWERS CEO CANEGROWERS will keep you informed as more information becomes available.
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QSL Elections: VOTE NOW

DATES TO
REMEMBER
Landcare Meeting,
Tuesday 3 June, 5pm at
BSC John Hy Peake
Room
Queen’s Birthday Public
Holiday, Monday 9 June

The Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL) election of grower representative members is now
underway with 12 nominations received. You should have received voting papers in the
mail or they are available from the QSL website by clicking here.
The candidates are listed below with those that are CANEGOWERS Burdekin members
highlighted. CBL recommends that you choose four of these candidates to represent you
to QSL.
Voting papers are to be received by Friday 20 June 2014, you are encouraged to return the
form as soon as possible to allow for mailing time.

Tech Clinic, Thursday
12 June,
CANEGROWERS Hall
Burdekin Show Public
Holiday, Wednesday 25
June
National Tree Day,
Sunday 27 July, Juru
Walk Plantation Park

SCAN HERE

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

The CANEGROWERS
Burdekin App is available by
scanning the above QR
code

@BurdekinCANE

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd
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Pricing information
2013 Season Advances & Payments
as at 07 May 2014
% estimated
return

$/tonne IPS
Initial *
22 August 13*
26 September 13*
24 October 13*
21 November 13*
19 December 13*
23 January 14*
20 February 14*
20 March 14*
24 April 14*
22 May 14
19 June 14
Final Payment

$219
$235
$256
$262
$275
$284
$305
$317
$332
$341
$349
$368
$388

77.5%
82.5%
85.0%
87.5%
90.0%
95.0%
100%

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes
no responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not
forward price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward
priced for 2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected
proceeds. For individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the
Wilmar website.

Wilmar have advised that the initial cane payment for the
2014 season will be based on a sugar advance rate of
$249 per tonne IPS sugar, this is about 57.5% of the
expected final sugar value.
As agreed with Wilmar and in accordance with the terms
of the CANEGROWERS Burdekin Cane Supply
Agreement, the interim CCS value to be used for cane
payment for the 2014 crop will be 14.54 for the North
pool and 14.52 for the South pool. These values have
been adopted after an analysis of the five year weighted
results.

2013 June Sugar
Advance payment
bought forward
QSL have advised Wilmar that the June sugar advance
will be brought forward by 1 week to be paid to growers
on Thursday 19 June.
This advance is at the rate of 5% of expected final sugar
price, compared to only the 2.5% used in recent months.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 30 May 2014
Gross

Initial cane payment
and interim CCS for
2014 crop

2014 Season
2015 Season

$444
$471

$/Tonne IPS
Net
$421
$452

2016 Season

$486

$466

Estimated QSL 2013 Pool Prices
As at 16 May 2014

Estimated QSL 2014 Pool Prices
As at 16 May 2014
$/Tonne
IPS
GROSS

% Priced

QSL Harvest Pool

$429

25%

QSL Discretionary Pool

$437

35%

QSL Actively Managed
Pool

$437

32%

QSL Growth Pool

$437

36%

$432

100%

$496 net

54%

$/Tonne IPS
GROSS

% Priced

QSL Harvest Pool

$391

96%

QSL Discretionary Pool

$398

100%

QSL Guaranteed Floor
Pool

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$410

100%

QSL US Quota Pool

QSL Growth Pool

$424

100%

$424

76%

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$393

100%

QSL 2014 Season Forward
Pool

$390 net

96%

$448

6%

$433

99%

QSL 2-season Forward
Pool 2015
QSL 3-season Forward
Pool 2015

$454

57%

QSL 3-season Forward
Pool 2016

$455

11%

QSL US Quota Pool
QSL 2013 Season Forward Pool

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices published on
the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated regularly and provides a
sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing over the current season.
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Send through your free job
listings to
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

FREE
The Legal Guide for Primary Producers is
available from the Ayr office.

Haulout Work Wanted
45 years tractor/truck driving exp
Ph: 0427 375 451


Farmhand Work Wanted
Exp in warehouse & packing
Ph: 0478 709 759


Drop in today to pick up a copy.

CANEGROWERS weather update
The forecast rain outlook for the next 12 months for
Home Hill is represented below. To see the latest
forecast for your postcode click here.
The weather tool provides a seven day forecast for
your desired postcode along with a 12 month rainfall
outlook, SOI information and sea surface
temperatures.
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QFF &
NFF
Updates
CANEGROWERS

is an active
member of
National Farmers’
Federation (NFF)
and Queensland
Farmers
Federation
(QFF) , a
partnership
through which we
have been able to
concentrate and
leverage
influence in areas
of importance to
the cane
industry. As part
of a range of
services, NFF &
QFF provides a
range of
information,
including weekly
cross-commodity
updates.

National Food Brand Strategy
Austrade hosted a webinar this week to relay findings from the National Food Brand research
program’s trade and consumer perceptions study. The program has been exploring insights into the
positioning of Australian food and beverages in China, Japan, India, Indonesia, the UAE and USA.
While the program is no longer continuing, the initial market research phase has resulted in some
potentially useful intelligence and Austrade has made an undertaking to provide the research results,
and data behind the studies, to interested stakeholders. The NFF have also requested a presentation
as part of the 2014 Congress. A second webinar on the findings will be held next week (Wednesday
28 May, 3–4pm AEST). To attend the free webinar, register here.

Native Title Update
On Wednesday 21 June, the Commonwealth Indigenous Affairs Minister Nigel Scullion, released a
report developed by Deloitte Access Economics, following their review of the roles and functions of
native title organisations. For more information, please see the Minister’s media release, an article
from The Australian and the full report.
Questions should be directed to Jack Knowles.

Water Act 2007 Review
The Water Taskforce is currently considering the NFF’s view on the review of the Water Act that has
been initiated by Senator Simon Birmingham. The NFF will meet with the Expert Panel, charged with
conducting the Review on Wednesday, 25 June 2014. The Expert Panel is also receiving
submissions. Details on how to lodge a submission are available on the Department of the
Environment’s website here.
Submissions close on Friday 4 July 2014. The NFF will be preparing a submission, contributions
should be provided to Jack Knowles.

EPBC Act Amendments
On Wednesday 14 May, Environment Minister Greg Hunt, tabled two bills to amend the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999. One bill focuses on cost recovery (which NFF has consistently
opposed) while the other includes an amendment to allow the Minister to accredit state and territory
government to approve decisions on mining and coal seam gas developments that “trigger the water
trigger”.
These bills were discussed by both the NRM Committee and Water Taskforce this week. Given the
range of member views, the issue will be debated by an urgent Members Council meeting to resolve
NFF’s policy.
The bills are currently the subject of a Senate Inquiry. The Senate Environment Committee is
receiving submissions until 30 May 2014 and will report to the Senate on Monday 23 June,
2014. More information about the inquiry can be found here. The NFF will be preparing a submission
to the inquiry. Any questions, information requests or contributions should be directed to Jack
Knowles.

Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman
Discussion Paper
The NFF lodged a submission this week in response to questions from the Treasury Department
about how the Government’s commitment to transform the Small Business Commissioner into a
Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman can best advocate for, and support the needs of,
small business. Key issues raised in the submission are the need to consider the impact on small
business in developing government policy and regulation and collaboration with the NFF to ensure
members get the most out of the agency. Consultation on legislation to establish the Ombudsman are
likely to occur later in the year.

Modern Award Review – Annual Leave Clauses
Employers have now filed proposed changes to annual leave clauses in all modern awards with the
Fair Work Commission. Changes potentially affecting the Pastoral and Horticulture Awards include
cashing out of annual leave, annual leave close downs, directing employees to take annual leave
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and paying for annual leave in the usual EFT cycle. The NFF worked with other industry groups to ensure that member feedback
was reflected and the proposed clauses are worth pursuing. The NFF is very concerned about a proposal by the ACTU to
entrench the requirement to pay annual leave loading on all leave paid out when an employee ceases employment. We will be
urging the Fair Work Commission to defer this proposal until the award specific issue stage which is likely to commence later in
2014. Members who would like more information about the changes can contact Sarah McKinnon.

Coastal Shipping Inquiry
A reminder for members that the NFF will be making a submission to Government on current coastal shipping arrangements on
30 May 2014. Please ensure that you send through any specific issues or concerns on this issue Sarah McKinnon by early next
week.

Latest QFF Planning News
An updated edition of QFF Planning News has been posted on the QFF website. This edition contains information on the Regional
Planning Interests Act 2014 (RPIAct), which is expected to commence in June 2014 and information on proposed amendments to
the State Planning Policy. The RPIAct contains the provisions for property-level development approvals for resource companies
wishing to carry out their activities in designated agricultural areas. In addition provisions for the protection of Strategic Cropping
Land have been moved from the Strategic Cropping Land Act 2011, which will be repealed, into the new RPIAct.

Stay Abreast of Reef Alliance Work
Queensland’s Reef Alliance has been working to improve water quality of the Great Barrier Reef Lagoon for more than five years.
To hear about our work, subscribe to the Reef Alliance e-news, distributed quarterly.

Tropical Pacific Ocean Edges Further Toward El Nino
THE Bureau of Meteorology reports that the tropical Pacific Ocean is continuing a general trend toward El Niño, with just over half
of the climate models surveyed by the Bureau suggesting El Niño thresholds will be exceeded by August. An El Niño alert remains
in place, indicating at least a 70 percent chance of an El Niño developing in 2014. For Australia, El Niño is usually associated with
below-average rainfall over southern and eastern inland Australia, with about two thirds of El Niño events since 1900 causing
major drought over large parts of the continent.

Review of Rural Financial Counselling Service
THE Commonwealth has announced a review of the Rural Financial Counselling Service (RFCS), which provides free financial
counselling to farmers in financial difficulty. The review is being undertaken by the National Rural Advisory Council (NRAC) and is
aiming to ensure the service is working effectively to support farmers.
Minister for Agriculture Barnaby Joyce said it was a “business-as-usual review as part of routine governance processes”. NRAC is
due to report to Minister Joyce by September 30. The last review of the RFCS by NRAC was in 2004. For more information visit
here.

Federal Review of Competition Policy
THE Federal Government is undertaking a review of competition policy and the Competition and Consumer Act. A number of QFF
member industries will be making submissions to this review, and QFF will be making its own submission supporting these
members. Individuals can also provide their own brief feedback via forms on the website here. More information on the review is
available here.

Northern Australia Forum
In June 2014 ADC Forum will gather the most extensive group of Australian and International leaders and decision makers to
develop a shared vision and action plan for development of Australia’s northern regions. Participation will provide the opportunity
to:



Contribute to the creation of an action plan for the North to influence Government policy



Build strong networks and direct connections to national and regional investors



Hear directly from and communicate with key national decision makers



Connect with a credible independent platform that is respected by governments and leaders at all levels.

For information see the ADC Northern Development Summit Programme and Registration Form.
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

Debra Burden

PROJECT
& TRAINING
CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Office Open By Appointment
4782 1922

Regional Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Gary Halliday

SmartCane BMP Facilitator

0438 747 596

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

4790 3605

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

CANEGROWERS Directors have an intimate
knowledge of local and regional needs.
CANEGROWERS Directors are growers, just
like you, doing demanding work for little
monetary return. They understand your
needs.

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.
Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Do you know of any stories that should be in
canenews?
Contact us today with the details

